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ABSTRACT

The rise in gasoline prices that followed the devastation caused by Hurricanes Rita

and Katrina has led to proposals for federal “price gouging” legislation. This paper

analyzes the potential economic costs of such proposals in light of the experience

gained from prior episodes of gasoline supply interruptions and efforts to impose

price controls. Studies of previous spikes in the price of gasoline, including those

after Katrina and Rita, have consistently found that price increases were due to

the normal operation of supply and demand and not price manipulation. Studies

of gasoline price controls find that neither consumers nor the economy benefit,

because the apparent monetary savings to consumers are transformed into costs

of waiting or other forms nonmarket rationing that exceed the monetary savings.

Price controls also make shortages worse by reducing the incentive to provide

additional supplies. We apply these lessons to estimate the additional economic

cost that would have been incurred had price controls like current legislation been

in effect after the hurricanes, and conclude that economic damages would have

been increased by $1.5–2.9 billion during the two-month period of price increases.

I. INTRODUCTION

Hurricanes Katrina and Rita caused significant damage to the energy infra-

structure of the Gulf Coast United States and interrupted the delivery of

energy supplies not only in the Gulf Coast region, but also to other parts of

the country.1 The ensuing temporary reduction in the availability of energy
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1 Federal Trade Commission. (Spring 2006). Investigation of Gasoline Price Manipulation and

Post-Katrina Gasoline Price Increases, pp. 62–65. When Hurricane Katrina reached landfall it
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supplies to meet market demands caused widespread energy price increases.

On average, weekly gasoline prices in the United States rose by 46 cents per

gallon compared with prices just before Katrina.2

As the news media conveyed the devastation and suffering caused by

Katrina and Rita, the public’s sympathy for the victims was widespread and

strong. When reports emerged of service stations posting large price increases,

compassion for those in obvious distress turned into anger at those who

appeared to be taking advantage of them. The speed and size of the price

increases, coming on top of a run up in prices already experienced during

2005, led to questions of whether market forces alone were responsible, or

whether some individuals and companies were profiting unfairly by raising

prices above levels to be expected in competitive markets.

These feelings quickly led to proposals for federal legislation to ban “price

gouging” and threaten violators with penalties—in some cases criminal penal-

ties. If enacted, these proposals would function like controls on gasoline prices.

History teaches that price controls on gasoline exhibited unintended and

undesirable consequences, even when the controls were designed carefully

and included very specific rules defining legal prices and mechanisms to allo-

cate shortages. When anti-price gouging legislation uses extremely vague

terms or requires the enforcing agency to define key criteria, then the resulting

consequences can be even more counterproductive.

Under legislation that threatens to punish acts that are defined vaguely

and ambiguously, the behavior of the enforcing agencies is inherently unpre-

dictable, and businesses potentially affected by the legislation could form

expectations of prosecutorial conduct that could discourage the efficient func-

tioning of markets. Excessively harsh penalties for setting the wrong price

could give pause to market decisions that are critical to alleviate shortages

especially if individuals, unsure about the actions of enforcers, were to adopt

very conservative behavior so as to ensure compliance with the law. The

result could be exactly opposite to the good intentions of the legislation’s

authors—disincentives to provide additional supply, waste occasioned by gas

lines, and the failure to allocate supplies to those who would benefit the most.

In contrast, a competitive market responds to a supply interruption in a

well-known, predictable, and efficient way. Through price increases, the

market allocates limited available supplies to their most highly valued uses.

resulted in the shut-in of over 95 percent of offshore crude oil production, or roughly 27 percent

or total U.S. crude production. Katrina also forced the shutdown of nearly a dozen refineries in

eastern Louisiana, Mississippi, and Alabama. At their peak this represented over 28 percent of

Gulf refining capacity and about 13 percent of total U.S. refining capacity. Hurricane Rita forced

the closure of 20 Texas and Louisiana refineries, accounting for over 26 percent of United States

refining capacity.
2 Based on EIA U.S. All Grades All Formulations Retail Gasoline Prices, http://tonto.eia.doe.

gov/dnav/pet/pet_pri_gnd_dcus_nus_w.htm.
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Users for whom the scarce supply has the highest value are willing to pay the

most. The market price rises and consumers who value using gasoline less than

the market price drop out. Demand falls until it equals available supply, and

the market price then will equal the lowest valued use that can be satisfied

with the quantity of supply available. What actually happened after Katrina

reasonably approximates this model. The Federal Trade Commission

(FTC) investigated the gasoline market performance during the period of

the supply interruption caused by Katrina. The FTC found no evidence of

widespread price gouging, thereby casting grave doubt on the need for

legislation.3

This FTC study is, in fact, only the most recent assessment of claims of

gasoline price gouging. In recent decades, the U.S. Department of Energy

(DOE) and the FTC have investigated all of the numerous instances of

regional gasoline price spikes. Their conclusions in every case have been

that gasoline price increases were due to the operation of supply and

demand in light of an interruption of supply, and that the magnitude of

price increases was consistent with the magnitude of the loss in supply.

There has never been a finding that gasoline price increases were caused by

any manipulation of the markets.

Conversely, just as the experience in relying on markets to allocate

supplies efficiently and resolve supply interruptions has been uniformly

good, the experience with price controls has been uniformly bad. This

study reviews the record on gasoline supply interruptions and price controls

and finds that:

1. Past studies of gasoline price increases—including those associated with

Katrina and Rita—found in every case that the increases were due to the

operation of supply and demand and not the withholding of supplies.

2. The record of efforts to control gasoline prices is the opposite—controls

have caused gasoline lines, made shortages worse, and generally made

consumers worse off.

3. Making price increases a criminal offense would likely discourage suppli-

ers from obtaining more costly replacement supplies and force consu-

mers to spend time searching for supplies and waiting in lines.

4. Imposing temporary price controls could increase the overall economic

losses due to a supply interruption of the same magnitude as that follow-

ing Katrina and Rita by almost $1.9 billion.

5. The expectation of price controls during periods of tight markets could

discourage refinery investment, leading to tighter capacity at all times,

increased reliance on product imports, and larger and more prolonged

price increases when supply interruptions do occur.

3 Federal Trade Commission. (Spring 2006). Investigation of Gasoline Price Manipulation and

Post-Katrina Gasoline Price Increases, pp. 81, 196.
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A. Proposed Federal Legislation

There are several pieces of legislation being discussed on the subject of price

gouging. These bills illustrate some common features and assumptions, and

they also exhibit important differences. Briefly describing some of the bills is

a good way to begin an assessment of the implications of this kind of legislation.

Implicitly, legislation to prevent and punish price gouging rests on the

assumption that during a supply disruption suppliers can and will realize

excess and unfair profits by unilaterally raising prices, though their definitions

of excess and unfair seem to differ. Some proposals refer to prices above levels

that would be brought about by the forces of supply and demand, while others

refer to prices above levels justified by costs incurred by suppliers, and another

refers to prior 30 day average prices. Furthermore, one proposal does not even

confine itself to supply disruptions, but rather uses the ambiguous concept of

an unusual market condition that could be real or just perceived. Table 1 sum-

marizes these differences and the vague notions of what would constitute a vio-

lation (that is price gouging) under each of the proposed pieces of legislation.

Although the proposed legislation contains both civil and criminal penalties for

violators, none of the proposals provide clear criteria for determining when a

violation occurs. Even proposals that refer to how forces of supply and

demand set prices are devoid of any definition of what constitutes normal

supply/demand price setting and what does not. All the proposals leave it to

the enforcing agency or the courts to set criteria for violations.

Furthermore, the proposed legislation varies regarding whether violations

apply only to pricing of petroleum product or also to pricing of crude oil, an

important distinction because interruption of crude oil production and deliv-

eries from the Gulf of Mexico was an important contributor to price increases

in the case of the 2005 hurricanes. The legislation is also largely ambiguous as

to whether rising prices outside the disrupted region would be any kind of

benchmark, or whether the need to compete with other regions for supplies

is a justification for price increases. There are many possible judicial defi-

nitions of “normal prices,” including prices as they existed before the local

supply disruption occurred. However, any benchmark to past prices raises

questions of how to account for changes in external market forces, such as

increases in crude oil prices that would affect competitive prices during

periods of disruptions. None of these difficult issues of fact seem to be a con-

sideration in the proposed legislation and in fact can be a major pitfall in judi-

cial or regulatory implementation.

The proposals are also similar in that they apply to all parties in the “chain

of production and distribution of petroleum products”, apply when there is an

emergency, make it unlawful to sell petroleum products at prices that are

unreasonable, and contain both civil penalties and criminal penalties. Each

of the bills gives the Federal Trade Commission enforcement authority and

H.R. 1252 (110th Congress) allows a right of State action.
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The S.94 provides a form of safe harbor and exceptions, and states that

prices reflective of supply and demand would not qualify as price gouging.

H.R. 1252 contains no safe harbor provisions or exceptions for pricing

based on supply and demand, so that it would appear to impose cost-based

Table 1. Comparison of proposed price gouging legislation

S.94 (110th Congress) S.1735 (109th Congress) H.R.1252 (110th Congress)

“Gasoline Consumer

Anti-price-gouging

Protection Act”

“Energy Emergency

Consumer Protection

Act of 2005”

“Federal Price Gouging

Prevention Act”

Increase by an

“unconscionable amount.”

Either “unconscionably

excessive” or “indicates the

seller is taking unfair

advantage of the

circumstances to increase

prices unreasonably.”

Either “unconscionably

excessive” or “indicates the

seller is taking unfair advantage

of unusual market conditions

(whether real or perceived) or

the circumstances of an

emergency to increase prices

unreasonably.”

If “the amount charged

represents a gross disparity

between the price . . . sold and

the price at which it was

offered for sale in the usual

course of the seller’s

business” or “the amount

charged grossly exceeds the

price at which the same or

similar” product “was readily

obtainable by other

purchasers in the area to

which the declaration

applies.”

If “the amount charged

represents a gross disparity

between the price . . . sold and

the average price at which it

was offered for sale by the seller

during the preceding 30 days”

or “the amount charged grossly

exceeds the price at which the

same or similar crude oil,

gasoline, natural gas, or

petroleum distillate product

was readily obtainable by other

purchasers in the same

geographic area.”

Price increases are justifiable

if they arise from “an increase

in the wholesale cost”, “an

increase in the replacement

costs”, “an increase in

operational costs”, “local,

regional, national, or

international market

conditions” or if they are “the

price that would reasonably

equate supply and demand in

a competitive and freely

functioning market” and

“reasonably reflects

additional costs or risks, not

within the control of the

seller, that were paid or

incurred by the seller.”

If “the price . . . reasonably

equate(s) supply and demand

in a competitive and freely

functioning market” and

“reasonably reflects

additional costs, not within

the control of the seller, that

were paid or incurred by the

seller.”

If the selling price “reasonably

reflects additional costs, not

within the control of the seller,

that were paid or incurred by

the seller.”
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controls on prices. It also provides for criminal penalties and gives a right of

state action.

H.R. 1252 would be most likely to produce the largest changes in the incen-

tives of petroleum suppliers. The possibility of criminal penalties for price

increases that are not cost-justified, coupled with uncertainty about how

cost-justification could be proved and the likelihood of high legal costs to

defend even cost-justified increases would be a significant deterrent to

raising prices. Thus this bill comes closest to mandating traditional cost-

based price controls whenever some kind of energy emergency is declared,

and the theory and experience of how price controls affect consumers can

be used to project its consequences. The S.94 leaves some possibility of allow-

ing normal market forces to work, depending on how their provisions are inter-

preted and implemented.

B. Potential Consequences of Legislation

History teaches us that price controls on gasoline have had unintended and

undesirable consequences, even when they were designed with care and

included very specific rules defining legal prices and mechanisms to allocate

shortages. Legislation that threatens to punish acts that are defined only

vaguely and ambiguously is likely to have far-reaching consequences. Under

such laws, prosecutors or other enforcing agencies could apply interpretations

of the legislation quite differently than the unstated intentions of the origin-

ators, and businesses potentially affected by the legislation could form expec-

tations of prosecutorial conduct even more damaging to the efficient

functioning of markets. Excessively harsh penalties for setting the wrong

price could give pause to market decisions that are critical to alleviate shortages

and cause even larger market fluctuations. Furthermore, market participants’

behavior may be skewed in ways not originally anticipated, if individuals,

unsure about the actions of enforcers, were to adopt very conservative behavior

so as to ensure no violations of the law. The result could be behavior produ-

cing results exactly opposite to the good intentions of the originators of the

legislation.

C. Why Vagueness Matters

What constitutes price gouging has always been an open question. These

proposals do not attempt to answer it, rather they define it in terms that

are highly subjective and open to interpretation by prosecutors, courts and

legal advisors to businesses.4 Therefore all the proposals create significant

4 For instance, H.R. 1252 declares it unlawful to sell fuels at a price that (A) is unconscionably

excessive, or (B) indicates the seller is taking unfair advantage of unusual market conditions

(whether real or perceived) or circumstances of an emergency to increase prices unreasonably.
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risks of litigation costs, because of the discretion likely to remain with courts

and prosecutors in applying even apparently reasonable principles.5

Although two proposals refer to prices being set by supply and demand,

they are unclear about criteria that would distinguish between prices set by

the market and prices that would constitute gouging. That distinction is

debatable enough in antitrust cases where case law and precedent are rela-

tively clear. The legislation leaves it to the enforcing agency or courts to set

criteria for violations.

Furthermore, the legislation does not address whether violations apply to

petroleum product pricing or crude pricing or both, or whether raising

prices in a region with a declared emergency in response to higher prices

outside the region that were diverting supplies would be considered price

gouging or not. None of the proposed bills provide a clear answer as to what

should be considered normal prices. Normal prices might be considered to

be prices as they existed before the local supply disruption occurred, but it

is quite possible for other independent events to affect prices during periods

of disruptions, so that prior prices would not be a good surrogate for market

prices. All of these questions are unanswered in the proposed legislation,

setting the stage for costly litigation or even worse consequences.

As a result, any of the proposed approaches to legislation could have very

significant unintended and counterproductive impacts on the market place

and therefore negative effects on consumers. The threat of prosecution for

raising prices could reinforce any disruption to the marketplace caused by a

5 On this Judge Posner’s commentary is apt: “more than half the states have laws forbidding

‘price gouging,’ often defined with unpardonable vagueness as charging ‘unconscionably’

high prices.” See The Becker–Posner Blog, October 23, 2005, Should Price Gouging in the

Aftermath of Catastrophes Be Punished?—Posner, http://www.becker-posner-blog.com/.

The FTC argued similarly that price gouging is impossible to define in a way that creates

any kind of regulatory certainty: “Even if Congress outlaws price gouging, the law likely

would be difficult to enforce fairly. The difficulty for station managers, as well as for enforcers,

is knowing when the managers have raised prices ‘too much,’ as opposed to responding to

reduced supply conditions. It can be very difficult to determine the extent to which any

more moderate price increases are necessary. Examination of the federal gasoline price

gouging legislation that has been introduced and of state price gouging statutes indicates

that the offense of ‘price gouging’ is difficult to define. For example, some bills define

‘gouging’ as consisting of a 10 or 15 percent increase in average prices, while most leave the

decision to the courts by defining gouging in nebulous terms such as ‘gross disparity’ or

‘unconscionably excessive.’ Some, but not all, make allowances for the extra costs that may

be involved in providing product in a disaster area. Few, if any, of the proposed bills or state

laws take account of market incentives for sellers to divert supply from their usual customers

in order to supply the disaster area, or incentives for consumers to reduce their purchases as

much as possible, minimizing the shortage. Ultimately, the inability to agree on when ‘price

gouging’ should be prohibited indicates the risks in developing and enforcing a federal

statute that would be controversial and could be counterproductive to consumers’ best inter-

est.” See Majoras, Deborah Platt. Prepared Statement of the Federal Trade Commission:

Market Forces, Competitive Dynamics, and Gasoline Prices: FTC Initiatives to Protect

Competitive Markets. November 9, 2005, pp. 8–9.
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supply disruption, and prevent normal market responses from mitigating it. As

we will see from considering what might have happened after Katrina and Rita

had price controls been in effect, this type of legislation could potentially cause

more harm than good.

D. Potential Responses

The severe penalties that are associated with the proposed legislation as well as

the vague and arbitrary standards for enforcement could cause market partici-

pants to respond to a supply disruption very conservatively so as not to create

any impression of wrongdoing or to incur the cost of defending themselves.

Especially when costs of doing business rise, as they would if retailers or

other suppliers expect to pay increased prices to replenish their inventory,

fear of prosecution could lead suppliers to withdraw from the market rather

than choose between losing money by keeping prices down or incurring

legal fees and penalties if they try to recoup costs.

Suppliers would have a strong incentive to step to the sidelines and wait to

see how the interruption resolved itself rather than take initiative to respond to

the situation. If so, retailers and distributors would likely sell what inventory

they had in stock and shut down rather than take measures to procure emer-

gency supplies at higher prices, because charging enough to cover the cost

of replenishing inventories might be interpreted as taking advantage of the

situation and making excessive profits. If they were uncertain about their

ability to replenish inventories and at what cost, suppliers might not even

sell their existing inventories. Importers could choose to shut down as well,

rather trying to buy away supplies from other markets to fill in the shortfall.

If the inherently ambiguous act of “price gouging” is subject to possible pro-

secution, market participants will be discouraged from any action that requires

them to raise prices. If the incentive system created by the legislation makes it

very risky for market participants to remain in the market, they may opt to

become bystanders and not participate in resolving the disruption, instead

becoming observers to a protracted disruption as they take a seat on the side-

lines. This implies that the supply shortfall will actually worsen not lessen and

become more protracted. Because prices will not adjust to the volume short-

fall, a true shortage will develop and gas lines such as those in the 1970s

could return. We will discuss these possibilities in light of economic theory

and by contrasting the gasoline lines that developed when we had gasoline

price controls in the 1970s versus operation of the market, which has been

allowed to remedy temporary shortages since gasoline prices were decon-

trolled in the early 1980s.

The next section discusses how the price system unconstrained by regulat-

ory controls deals with shortages.
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II. HOW THE PRICE SYSTEM SOLVES SHORTAGES

A competitive market responds to a supply interruption6 by allocating the

limited available supplies to their most highly valued uses through price

increases. In an open competitive market, users for whom the scarce supply

has the highest value are willing to pay the most. The market price is bid up

until consumers who place a lower value on using gasoline than the market

price drop out, and prices rise until demand is driven down to a level equal

to available supply. The market price then will equal the lowest valued use

that can be satisfied with the quantity of supply available. Those who value

it less buy none. All consumers who place a higher value on continued use

of the product pay the market price, and gain a “consumer’s surplus” equal

to the difference between the value they put on the product and its market

price.

In an isolated market in which a supplier could withhold supplies without

being replaced by other competitors, it could be possible for that supplier to

drive prices above the competitive level. This would require keeping supplies

off the market, causing prices to be bid up to the higher price required to

bring demand down to the artificially reduced level of supply. This type of

behavior could be considered “price gouging,” although the term itself has

only vague definitions.7 The ultimate form of price gouging, and the kind of

behavior that the emotive term seems to imply, would be an all or nothing

offer through which the sole supplier attempted to extract all the value that

a consumer places on the available supply.

A. Using Price to Cope with Supply Disruption

Loss in supply puts upward pressure on prices. Higher prices lead to less

consumption of fuel, and can bring supplies in from other regions. Price

rises until demand is brought down to equal available supply, including any

augmentation of supply stimulated by higher prices.

Two of the consequences of this market response are that: (1) the magni-

tude of the supply interruption is minimized and (2) available supplies are

allocated to their highest valued use.

6 Federal Trade Commission. (Spring 2006). Investigation of Gasoline Price Manipulation and

Post-Katrina Gasoline Price Increases, pp. 62–65. When Hurricane Katrina reached landfall

it resulted in the shut-in of over 95 percent of offshore crude oil production, or roughly 27

percent or total U.S. crude production. Katrina also forced the shutdown of nearly a dozen refi-

neries in eastern Louisiana, Mississippi, and Alabama. At their peak this represented over 28

percent of Gulf refining capacity and about 13 percent of total U.S. refining capacity . . .

Hurricane Rita forced the closure of 20 Texas and Louisiana refineries accounting for over 26

percent of United States refining capacity.
7 Federal Trade Commission. (Spring 2006). Investigation of Gasoline Price Manipulation and

Post-Katrina Gasoline Price Increases, pp. 191–2.
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Higher prices do cause consumers to pay more for each gallon of gasoline

purchased, and given the limited opportunities for reducing gasoline demand

in the short run raise their total expenditures as well. Who receives these

increased payments depends on the nature of the supply interruption and

where it falls in the supply chain. Some of increased revenue of suppliers will

go to pay for more costly replacement supplies that may have to be purchased

from more distant sources and transported to the region. If the disruption is

due to interruption of supplies from a refinery, local dealers and wholesalers

may receive much of the increased revenue. If the disruption is due to

damage to refineries or to an interruption of crude oil supply to a specific set

of refineries, then refiners who continue in operation may receive most of the

increased revenues.

This is not the end of the story. Although many gasoline retail outlets are

leased or owned by small businesses, refiners are part of large corporations.

Additional revenues they receive due to price increases will have a direct

affect on the returns to their shareholders, which in effect returns the

amounts collected to the consumers who are paying for more expensive gaso-

line. State and federal governments collect a large share of the increased

revenue due to gasoline price increases in the form of business income taxes,

and thereby reduce budget deficits or replaces tax increases that would other-

wise occur. Because these funds are all recycled through the economy, they are

labeled “transfers.”

B. Who is to Blame

Reports of businesses (or individuals) taking advantage of distress to raise

prices for apparent necessities produce a natural reaction of outrage, but in

a competitive market (Case 1), no individual supplier has the ability to raise

prices unilaterally. Posting a higher price at a gasoline pump is, in the confused

conditions that follow most supply interruptions, an effort to find out where

the market-determined price has moved. A supplier who guesses wrong, and

posts too high a price, will soon learn about that mistake, as business flows

to more savvy competitors. This discipline rapidly corrects the prices

charged by excessively pessimistic (or greedy) suppliers. Likewise, when a

retailer sees lines developing, that is a clear signal that the posted price is an

underestimate of the prevailing market price.

This case is very different from that of someone withholding necessities

from the market (Case 2).8 If a distributor were to move supplies from a

high-price region to a region where prices were lower to inflate prices further

in the first region, then there might be a reason to suspect an effort to withhold

supply and increase price. This price manipulation could only be done if

8 The Becker–Posner Blog, October 23, 2005 Should Price Gouging in the Aftermath of

Catastrophes Be Punished?—Posner, http://www.becker-posner-blog.com/.
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enough distributors in a region did the same to affect prices, which would

represent collusion. Withholding supplies to create an artificial shortage and

drive up prices is itself a violation of antitrust laws, and the distinction

between Case 1 and Case 2 is explicit.9

In Case 1, the event caused the interruption of supply and price increases,

not the act of a retailer in changing the numbers on a pump or a refiner in

changing posted prices. In Case 2, it is the distributor who purposely moved

supplies in a direction that would not make sense in a competitive market to

raise prices where supply is tight. Antitrust laws and the FTC Act already

give federal and state authorities powers to intervene when the latter type of

price manipulation occurs.

It is also worth thinking about the meaning of distress. If my neighbor came

to me and said “my child is very ill and I have to get her to the doctor, can you

let me have some of the gasoline in your car” the right answer is simply “yes.”

However (aside from a matter of personal ethics), there is nothing really wrong

with saying “I’d be happy to, but even though it cost me only $3 per gallon I

will have to sit in line for three hours to get more so I’m going to charge you

$10 dollars.” A third possible response, which would completely outrage us,

is if I were to say “you can have the gas but you have to sign over title to

your car in return.” Judge Posner points out that contrasting the maritime

law of salvage with the antitrust laws is helpful in explaining why the third

response is considered unreasonable. If a ship in distress is rescued, maritime

law establishes exactly what compensation the salver is due, based on the effort

and danger involved in the rescue and the value of the ship rescued. No nego-

tiations are allowed, because the ship in distress is not in a position to refuse

any demand up to the full value of the ship. Nothing like that goes on in the

cases typically called price-gouging. When price increases occur in competitive

markets, there is simply not enough supply to go around at the pre-disruption

prices—so that someone has to do without. There has never been evidence of

any form of withholding on a large enough scale to be detected by federal

agencies. Were there, the remedy of the antitrust laws is available and provides

a clear disincentive for market manipulation.10

9 Deborah Platt Majoras. Prepared Statement of the Federal Trade Commission: Market Forces,

Competitive Dynamics, and Gasoline Prices: FTC Initiatives to Protect Competitive Markets,

November 9, 2005.
10 Judge Posner wrote: “here is an interesting wrinkle. Admiralty law and common law (both

are systems of judge-made law, but they are classified separately by lawyers because they

used to be administered by separate courts) alike forbid certain practices that might be

described as ‘price gouging.’ Suppose a ship is sinking, and another ship comes along in

time to save the cargo and passengers of the first. The second ship demands, as its price

for saving the cargo and passengers of the first ship, that the owner of the ship give it the

ship and two-thirds of the rescued cargo, and the captain of the first ship, on behalf of

the owner, being desperate agrees. The contract would not be legally enforceable; under

the admiralty doctrine of ‘salvage,’ the second ship would be entitled to a ‘fair’ price for

rescuing the first, but to no more.
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Given the generally competitive nature of gasoline markets, making an all or

nothing offer designed to extract all the buyer was able to pay could only be

possible in extremely isolated areas where only one service station was phys-

ically accessible. As the FTC points out, state authorities are in far better pos-

ition to detect and remedy such situations than the federal government, and in

most cases already have those powers.

C. What Actually Happened

Investigation of what actually happened after Katrina found no evidence of

widespread price gouging that would suggest a need for legislation, and the

FTC took this position in Congressional testimony. Understanding the

FTC’s findings is essential for a serious evaluation of the claims of price

gouging and the proposed legislative remedies. (Appendix A is an extensive

excerpt summarizing the FTC report.)

At the end of August and September of 2005 hurricanes Katrina and Rita

hit the Gulf Coast region. Average U.S. gasoline prices for all grades and for-

mulations rose 46 cents per gallon in the week after Katrina.11 Moreover, the

range of prices was much larger than normal between cities and regions and

even within individual cities. This raised the concern of potential price

gouging. The FTC was directed to investigate.

In a parallel case, also maritime but governed by common law rather than admiralty law (the

Alaska Packers case, well known to law students), seamen on board a ship that was fishing

for salmon in Alaska waters went on strike, demanding higher wages. The captain of the ship

agreed because, the fishing season in these waters being very short, he could not have hired a

replacement crew in time to make his quota. Again, however, the court refused to enforce

the contract, in essence because it had been obtained under duress.

These cases, it turns out, are subtly but critically different from the ‘price gouging’ alleged in the

wake of Katrina and Rita. The refiners and dealers who raised prices after the hurricanes dis-

rupted gasoline refining had not created the situation that resulted in a reduction in supply. If

they had, say by agreeing to increase price above the existing level, they would have been punish-

able for violating the antitrust laws. (There were some accusations of price fixing, but as far as we

know they have not been substantiated.) Similarly, in the salvage case, the rescue ship is not being

asked to ration a limited supply by raising price; there is no one else competing for the rescue

service—there is just the one ship in distress. And in Alaska Packers, there was no labor shortage,

which would have justified seamen in demanding higher wages; the seamen created the shortage

by refusing to work. From an economic standpoint, their workers’ cartel was symmetrical with my

hypothetical refiners’ or dealers’ cartel. Both are examples of opportunistic behavior—behavior

designed to take advantage of an unforeseen opportunity to charge a monopoly price by threaten-

ing to withhold output. The hurricane-induced scarcity of gasoline that pushed up prices was not

an artificial scarcity, but a natural one. The price increases generated by a natural scarcity (or

indeed any scarcity not created by the person or firm imposing the increase), while they may gen-

erate ‘windfall profits,’ are unavoidable in a way that price increases due to a shortage created by a

cartel are not.” See The Becker–Posner Blog, October 23, 2005, Should Price Gouging in the

Aftermath of Catastrophes Be Punished?—Posner, http://www.becker-posner-blog.com/.
11 Based on EIA U.S. All Grades All Formulations Retail Gasoline Prices, http://tonto.eia.doe.

gov/dnav/pet/pet_pri_gnd_dcus_nus_w.htm.
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The FTC investigated whether refineries ran their refineries below pro-

ductive capacity in the short run to restrict supply, or to produce less gasoline

or to export more gasoline. The FTC also examined the extent to which

owners of bulk distribution infrastructure used constraints to manipulate

prices and whether suppliers altered product inventory practices to influence

prices. Finally, the FTC reviewed other factors to identify other issues that

could have influenced prices.

The FTC found that wholesale prices increased by less than what one

would expect given the losses in production capacity due to the hurricanes.

Individual refinery margins were explainable. Retail margins were explainable

in all but one case where a retailer was found to exceed the benchmark average

price increase even after accounting for regional price differences associated

with the hurricanes’ impact.12 As stated in the FTC study, the price increases

were due to market forces:

As set forth below, the evidence is remarkably consistent with the competitive explanation.

Based on well-established economic principles, the price increases were roughly in line with

increases predicted by the standard supply and demand paradigm of a competitive market.

The regions with the largest price increases were those where supply was most greatly

affected by the hurricanes, and the regional price differences were consistent with both

the reduction of supply to particular regions and the cost of diverting supply from one

region to another. Inventory levels dropped as suppliers increased gasoline sales to the

market. Capacity utilization went up as refiners deferred refinery maintenance. Imports

increased as suppliers brought additional supplies to the United States. Moreover, the

effects of the hurricanes on prices largely disappeared within four weeks after Rita. Staff

found no evidence suggesting that the recovery should have occurred in a shorter

timeframe; indeed, in light of the extent of the destruction, the evidence indicates that

suppliers responded quickly to the supply disruptions caused by the hurricanes.

Nationally, gasoline supply (including domestic refining production and imports)

decreased by 3.9% for the four weeks ending September 30 relative to refinery

production and imports for the four weeks ending August 26, 2005. Using well-

established estimates of consumer sensitivity to price, staff calculated the likely price

effect of such a reduction in supply. This analysis suggests that, in the short-run and

assuming no anticompetitive behavior or price manipulation, prices would have risen on

average by about 19.7% in September. The actual average price of a gallon of regular

grade gasoline in the month of September 2005 was $2.95, a 16.7% increase over the

August average price. In the short-run, given the size of the supply disruption, prices

should have risen on average more than they actually did. The likely reasons for the

somewhat lower than expected price increase were increased imports, the seasonal

decline in gasoline demand, and the drawing down of gasoline inventories.13

12 Federal Trade Commission. (Spring 2006). Investigation of Gasoline Price Manipulation and

Post-Katrina Gasoline Price Increases, p. x.
13 Federal Trade Commission. (Spring 2006). Investigation of Gasoline Price Manipulation and

Post-Katrina Gasoline Price Increases, p. 67.

The 19.7 percent expected price increase is a function of a 3.9 percent reduction in gasoline

output combined with a short-run price elasticity of gasoline of 20.2 (3.9 percent divided by

20.2). See Energy Info. Admin., U.S. Department of Energy, Petroleum Navigator: Weekly

Retail Gasoline and Diesel Prices, available at http://tonto.eia.doe.gov/dnav/pet/pet_pri_gnd_

dcus_nus_w.htm (last modified May 1, 2006) (shows weekly retail prices of regular gasoline).
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III. THE RECORD ON CLAIMS OF PRICE MANIPULATION

The just described FTC study is the most recent assessment of claims of

gasoline price gouging, but it is only one of a long series of similar investi-

gations. Gasoline is a commodity, and like other commodities its price fluctu-

ates. There have been numerous instances of regional price spikes in the

past decade, all of which have been investigated extensively by the U.S.

Department of Energy (DOE) and by the FTC. Their conclusions in every

case have been that gasoline price increases were due to the operation of

supply and demand in light of an interruption of supply, and that the magni-

tude of price increases was consistent with the magnitude of the loss in supply.

There has never been a finding that gasoline price increases were caused by any

manipulation of the markets.

A. FTC Midwest Gasoline Price Investigation

Beginning in May of 2000 and peaking in mid-June, the retail price of gasoline

in parts of the Midwest spiked higher than the average national retail gasoline

price. Whereas EPA reported an average urban high price for reformulated

gasoline of $1.67 per gallon, the price in Chicago reached $2.13 per gallon

and that in Milwaukee reached $2.02 per gallon. Conventional gasoline also

exhibited price spikes. These price spikes while sharp were brief and returned

to normal levels by mid-July.

The FTC staff undertook an investigation to determine whether any antitrust

violation had contributed to these spikes. The staff found that high refinery

capacity utilization rates combined with unexpected supply problems caused

the price spikes. Refinery utilization in May 2000 was 96 percent. Unexpected

supply problems in the spring of 2000 included longer-than expected mainten-

ance outages, several refinery breakdowns, problems with producing new

summer-grade RFG, and failures of two pipelines serving the Midwest.

The staff found no evidence of illegal collusion by suppliers to reduce

supplies or raise prices. Some producers produced more RFG, others more

conventional gasoline. Some brought more gasoline into the Midwest; other

did not. The staff concluded that a mixture of structural and operating

decisions made previously, unexpected occurrences, and errors made by refi-

ners in forecasting supply caused the price spikes.

B. FTC Analysis of the U.S. Government Accountability

Office Study of Mergers

William E. Kovacic, General Counsel of the FTC, testified before Congress

concerning the FTC initiatives to protect competitive markets for the pro-

duction, distribution, and sale of gasoline. In particular, his testimony

responded to a U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO) report,
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which analyzed the effects of petroleum industry mergers from 1997 through

2000, which alleged that in six of the eight transactions it examined, mergers

caused gasoline prices to increase.14

The FTC review identified three significant problems with the GAO study.

First, GAO did not properly control for numerous factors other than mergers

that caused gasoline prices to increase or decrease. Second, the GAO study did

not properly define the geographic market in which competition occurs.

Without a proper definition of geographic markets, one cannot properly

measure changes in market concentration. Third, the GAO study did not con-

sider other critical factors unique to each of the mergers and the remedial

actions taken by FTC to eliminate any market overlaps. As a result of the

review, the FTC did not agree with the findings of the GAO report.

C. An Analysis of Gasoline Markets Spring 1996, U.S. Department

of Energy, June 1996

Retail gasoline prices in the United States rose sharply over the early months of

1996, affecting consumers’ spending and raising doubts as to the reasons for

the increases. According to Energy Information Administration (EIA)

weekly data, the national average retail price of self-serve gasoline rose from

$1.08 in mid-February to almost $1.29 by May 17. The rapidity and magni-

tude of the 1996 increase caught consumers by surprise and prompted an

investigation by DOE.

In doing this analysis, the EIA focused mainly on those factors that deter-

mined the margin, or spread, between gasoline and crude oil prices. The discus-

sion of spreads was further divided between seasonal changes that are typically

observed during the period under study and occurrences in the gasoline market

that were unique to early 1996. The analysis divided retail gasoline prices into:

. the cost of crude oil, the primary raw material used to produce gasoline;

. refinery processing costs and margins, or retail spread;

. marketing costs, distribution costs, and retail margins, or retail spread,

which is the difference between retail price excluding taxes and resale price;
. federal, state, and local taxes.

The data analysis began with December 1995, when gasoline prices are nor-

mally at their lowest point seasonally, through April 1996. The price differen-

tials over the five-month period were examined for each of the four mentioned

pricing categories above.

14 William, E. Kovacic. “Market Forces, Anticompetitive Activity, and Gasoline Prices: FTC

Initiatives to Protect Competitive Markets,” Prepared Statement of the FTC before the

Subcommittee on Energy and Air Quality Committee on Energy and Commerce, U.S.

House of Representatives, July 15, 2004.
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The research and analysis revealed that the gasoline price increases experi-

enced by consumers in early 1996 resulted from a convergence of factors, but

that crude oil price increases and normal seasonal gasoline price increases

accounted for most of the change. About half of the increase is attributable

to crude oil prices. However, several unusual factors in gasoline markets

also played a role. For example, a late-winter cold spell caused refiners to

focus on distillate instead of gasoline longer than usual. Lower-than-

normal gasoline stocks, continued high gasoline demand, and high refinery

capacity utilization exacerbated the shortage. At the same time, persistent

expectations that both crude oil and gasoline prices would fall several

months in the future discouraged production in excess of demand to build

stocks.

D. EIA’s Assessment of Summer 1997 Motor Gasoline

Price Increase

During the summer of 1997 consumers experienced a surge in gasoline prices.

Unlike price surges in the previous two years this surge was not coincident with

a surge in crude oil prices. Furthermore, the surge experienced in PADD 5 was

different than that experienced east of the Rockies. EIA investigated the

reasons behind the price increases by PADD region.

EIA studied refinery utilization, imports, and prices by PADD region for

1997 and compared the result with prior years. The data showed that July

was an exceptionally strong month for gasoline demand, which resulted in

very low gasoline inventory entering August. Furthermore, there were a

number of refinery outages that further reduced supplies. As a result,

August, traditionally the highest month for gasoline demand, was very tight

for gasoline supplies. Prices responded accordingly, spiking upward. PADD

5 isolation from other markets meant that, when the supply situation tightened

in August, other supplies did not readily flow into the market.

E. EIA’s 2003 California Gasoline Price Study

Final Report—November 2003

At the request of Congressman Doug Ose, EIA explored whether the switch

from MTBE to ethanol caused the spike in gasoline prices in 2003. Between

December 9, 2002 and March 17, 2003, California retail regular gasoline

prices rose 63 cents (compared with the national average increase of 37

cents per gallon) to an all-time high of $2.15 per gallon. After peaking on

March 17, retail gasoline prices fell sharply through early June. Following

the spring gasoline price run-up, price surges occurred in June and August

2003. In June, California retail gasoline prices rose 11 cents in 2 weeks to

peak at $1.81 on June 23, and in August, California prices climbed 40 cents

per gallon from August 4 through August 25.
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EIA found three reasons for the price run-up in March:

. an increase in crude oil prices in the first quarter;

. the loss in gasoline production from refinery outages; and

. the loss of market balancing capability that resulted from the market split-

ting into two types of gasoline, MTBE-blended gasoline and ethanol-

blended gasoline.

The partial switch to ethanol in 2003 reduced the volume of gasoline

California refiners could produce because only about half the volume of

ethanol is used to replace the MTBE removed. This loss of production capa-

bility increased California’s need to import both more and different blending

components for gasoline production. While the partial switch (versus the

entire switch) reduced the volume loss from California refiners and the need

for imports, it created a market with two types of gasoline that had to be

kept separated. The two-market system produced complications within the

California distribution and logistics system.

For both the small spike in June and the large spike in August, EIA found

that the price surges had more to do with sharp inventory declines and

reduced supplies due to refinery outages. In addition, a segment of the

Kinder Morgan pipeline, which supplies Arizona with gasoline from Texas,

ruptured on July 30 and was shut down for much of August. This line rep-

resented about one-third of the supply into Phoenix. The California refiners

could not keep up with summer peak demand in California as well as the

extra demand from Arizona during August. Imports or receipts from other

U.S. regions could not respond quickly enough to keep inventories from

falling rapidly and prices spiking.

F. EIA’s Inquiry into August 2003 Gasoline Price Spike

This report detailed EIA’s findings regarding the July and August 2003 price

increases. The U.S. Secretary of Energy Spencer Abraham requested that EIA

conduct an inquiry after the U.S. average retail price for regular gasoline rose

26 cents per gallon in 8 weeks, to an all-time record nominal high of $1.75 per

gallon. Between August 18 and 25, gasoline prices rose 12 cents, making it the

largest one-week increase in gasoline prices recorded by the EIA.

EIA’s report mainly focused on prices at the wholesale level. This is because

crude oil prices changed little in August 2003, while wholesale prices increased

more sharply than retail gasoline prices from late July to late August. EIA

found the following factors as contributors to the changes in prices:

. Inventories began the summer driving season at low levels and did not

recover due to a major strike in Venezuela, the Iraq war, and unrest in

Nigeria. These events removed crude oil from world markets and
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created a need for the United States to draw down crude oil and product

inventories.

. Demand growth was generally anemic early in the summer, which mod-

erated prices; however, gasoline demand grew rapidly in July and August.
. Supply was reduced due to refinery outages that occurred in the Midwest,

Gulf Coast, and West Coast. The Midwest lost additional gasoline pro-

duction in August because of the August 14 electricity blackout. On the

West Coast, production was unable to keep up with the added demand

from Arizona due to a pipeline rupture.

In all, August gasoline demand exceeded supply coming from U.S. refineries

and from imports, resulting in a rapid decline in already-low inventories.

This resulted in gasoline price surges throughout the country.

IV. WHY NONMARKET ALLOCATIONS ARE WASTEFUL

Thus, while the historical record suggests that the U.S. markets for gasoline

respond efficiently to supply shortfalls, the same cannot be said of efforts to

control prices and allocate supplies through rules set by governments.

A. The Record on Price Controls

The United States has experimented on several occasions with price controls

on refined petroleum products. Just as the experience in relying on markets

to allocate supplies efficiently and resolve supply interruptions has been

uniformly good, the experience with price controls has been uniformly bad.

Price controls were imposed on gasoline and other petroleum products in

1971 as part of President Nixon’s Economic Stabilization Program.15 Due

to the complexity of the program and its inflexibility in light of cost pressures,

an allocation program was established that essentially froze purchaser–

supplier relationships as they were in 1972. Price controls and allocation

rules remained in effect when the Arab oil embargo of 1974 jolted the

country and were extended under provisions of the Energy Policy and

Conservation Act (EPCA). The embargo did not deprive the United States

of supplies, but it did drive up crude oil prices and stressed the market.

Price and allocation controls created chaos, as gasoline lines formed in

15 A number of studies have examined the oil price control program in detail. Including: W. David

Montgomery. “A Case Study of Regulatory Programs of the Federal Energy Administration.”

In A Study of Regulations, Volume VI: Case Studies. U.S. Senate Committee on Governmental

Affairs, 1978; W. David Montgomery. “Decontrol of Crude Oil Prices.” In M. Klass and

L. Weiss (eds), Case Studies in Regulation: Revolution and Reform. Little Brown, 1981;

Joseph Kalt. The Economic and Politics of Oil Price Regulation: Federal Policy in the Post-

Embargo Era. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1981; S. Fred Singer. Free Market Energy: The

Way to Benefit Consumers. New York: Universe Books, Chapter 4, 1984.
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many areas while others were oversupplied with fuel. Ad hoc policies to deal

with lines, such as alternating days that motorists could buy gasoline based

on whether the license plates ended with an odd or even number, appeared

and disappeared. Despite the clear lessons of the oil embargo, oil price controls

were phased out only slowly and gasoline lines reappeared in 1979 during the

second oil shock of the Iran–Iraq war. This experience of searching for stations

with gasoline to offer and sitting in lines for hours provided a natural exper-

iment that economists have used to quantify the costs of attempting to deal

with a shortage through price controls.

The administrator of the Nixon program, William Simon, later wrote that:

As for the centralized allocation process itself, the kindest thing I can say about it is that it

was a disaster. Even with a stack of sensible-sounding plans for evenhanded allocation all

over the country, the system kept falling apart, and chunks of the populace suddenly

found themselves without gas. In Palm Beach suddenly there was no gas, while ten miles

away gas was plentiful. Parts of New Jersey suddenly went dry, while other parts of New

Jersey were well supplied. Every day, in different parts of the country, people waited in

line for gasoline for two, three and four hours. The normal market distribution system is

so complex, yet so smooth that no government mechanism could simulate it. All we were

actually doing with our so-called bureaucratic efficiency was damaging the existing

distribution system. As the shortages grew more erratic and unpredictable, people began

to “top off” their tanks. Instead of waiting, as is customary, to refill the tank when it is

about one-quarter full, all over the country people started buying fifty cents’ worth of

gas, a dollar’s worth of gas, using every opportunity to keep their tanks full at all times.

And that fiercely compounded the shortages and expanded the queues. The psychology

of hysteria took over.

Essentially, the allocation plan had failed because there had been a ludicrous reliance on a

legion of government lawyers, who drafted their regulations in indecipherable language,

and bureaucratic technocrats, who imagined that they could simulate the complex free-

market processes by pushing computer buttons. In fact, they couldn’t.16

California created another experiment in price control when it ordered

Chevron to refund alleged overcharges by reducing the price it charged for

gasoline at the pump. The result was a period of several months in which

there were long lines at Chevron stations, and no lines at other stations that

continued charging normal prices. This experience provided data for under-

standing how the decision of whether and how long to sit in line was made,

and to quantify the cost of the time lost in waiting for gasoline and the

amount of time cost that was required to ration available supply to meet

demand.17

Experience of price controls suggests that they can lead to the following

consequences:

1. Savings to consumers from lower cash prices are dissipated by the costs

of nonmarket allocation mechanisms such as gas lines.

16 William E. Simon. A Time for Truth. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1978.
17 Robert T. Deacon and Jon Sonstelie. “Rationing by Waiting and the Value of Time: Results

from a Natural Experiment.” Journal of Political Economy 93.4 (1985).
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2. The shortage is exacerbated because of diminished or eliminated incen-

tives for producers to find replacement supplies and for consumers’

efforts to conserve.

3. Available supplies are not directed to their highest valued uses, but to

users who have the lowest cost of waiting.

B. Short-term Consequences of Price Controls

1. Price Controls Induce Behavior that Makes Lines Longer

More frequent fill-ups due to fear of running out put more people in lines, thus

lengthening queues. Pump capacity at each individual retail station becomes

an issue with the higher volume of customers resulting from more frequent

fill-ups; more pump capacity is needed for the same amount of total sales,

which further compounds the slowing rate at which tanks can be filled.

The legitimate fear that it will be physically impossible to obtain gasoline

under price controls also tends to dry up inventories because of one-time

shift of inventories into gas tanks maintained at a higher average level. If nor-

mally drivers fill up when their tanks are at quarter-capacity, but then start to

fill up at three-quarters-capacity, the tank will be holding on average seven-

eighths of its capacity rather than five-eighths. As a result, there will be a

surge in demand for an amount of fuel equal to one quarter of the tank capacity

of all cars on the road. This shift will produce immediate shortages, until the

unusual inventory draw on service stations can be replaced by unscheduled

deliveries. Combined with an unwillingness of service station operators to

pay for most costly deliveries because of fear that they will not be able to

pass the costs on, the result is also numerous station closings, making lines

even longer at the rest. Lines are also lengthened by the option of using alterna-

tives (such as instructing teenage family members or hiring substitutes) with

lower time value. Finally, lines are lengthened by the additional shortfall in

supplies attributable to inability to bid for replacement supplies. This situation

of rationing-by-queuing generates pure waste in the market.

2. Transfer Becomes Waste

As mentioned above, waste is increased by other behavior induced by the

shortage—drivers fill up more frequently or they hire teenagers with low

value of time to sit in line. Filling up more frequently raises costs, by making

lines longer because of the larger number of trips being made to gasoline

stations. When gasoline is obtained by the population with a lower value of

time there will be an additional welfare loss because more highly valued uses

of gasoline will be unfilled and lower valued uses, to which those whose time

is less valuable put the gasoline they purchase, are satisfied.

A study by Deacon and Sonstelie estimated how the added cost due to

nonmarket allocation measures compares with the savings to consumers
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from lower prices. Their model makes the realistic assumption that any pur-

chase requires an expenditure of both time and money. The authors demon-

strate that, if the market price is controlled below the level that would

equate supply and demand, the waiting time for a purchase will increase. If

consumers are able to adjust the quantity that they purchase on each shopping

trip, the theory further predicts that lines will be longer than if they continued

purchasing the same quantity per trip.

Deacon and Sonstelie also developed a method for estimating the impact of

price controls on consumers. It is composed of four elements: the additional

time expended for waiting, the cost of increasing the amount purchased, the

cost of misallocation among consumers who put different values on time,

and the saving from the lower monetary price. Using data on willingness to

wait in line and other costs derived from their analysis of the gasoline lines

that developed when California ordered Chevron to sell gasoline at a discount,

they estimated that the added costs associated with price controls were 116

percent of the monetary saving provided by price controls. Thus, in the

most simplified form, price controls convert the transfer of income between

buyers and sellers that occurs when price rises into a pure waste of time.

The higher payments received by sellers remain in the economy, and flow

back to households through higher returns on capital and lower taxes. Time

wasted can never be recovered.

Deacon and Sonstelie assume that price controls have no effect on the quan-

tity supplied. When they do, as would normally be the case with a supply inter-

ruption when replacement supplies can be obtained at a cost, there is

additional loss to the economy. Moreover, the time cost of buying gasoline

must not just be enough to bring down to the level of supply observed in the

market during the disruption. It must be enough to bring the level of supply

down to the lower level of supply available when price controls prevent econ-

omic replacement supplies from being obtained.18

3. Failure to Equate Marginal Cost Across Users

When price controls are in effect, there is no administrative tool capable of

moving gasoline to its highest valued use. When lines do the rationing, the suc-

cessful buyers will be those whose combined willingness to pay for gasoline and

to wait are the highest.

Price controls result in a situation in which, the more gasoline is needed, the

harder it is to find. In particular, limiting the region in which price increases

are illegal to one in which there has been some declaration of an emergency

or disaster will simply shift supplies out of the region already suffering from

some form of natural disaster and into unhurt regions where prices can still

move freely. The reason that prices rise after a supply disruption is that,

18 Robert T. Deacon and Jon Sonstelie. “The Welfare Costs of Rationing by Waiting.” Economic

Inquiry 27.2 (1989).
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without replacement supplies, there is only so much to go around, and repla-

cements are more costly than the supplies that would have been available save

for the emergency. As discussed above, replacements will not be forthcoming

unless prices can rise enough to cover their cost. Thus they will be kept in

regions where price increases are legal, leaving regions actually suffering

from the emergency to make do with what they have on hand.

When the price posted at the gasoline pump cannot rise, the hidden cost of

obtaining supplies will be driven up high enough to drive demand down to

equal available supplies. As we discussed, this price is paid in the form of

time spent searching for outlets that have gasoline available, waiting in line

to get to the pump, and other activities that consume time and resources

and would not be needed if the market were allowed to work. The rationale

for price gouging legislation is most often stated as outrage that those who des-

perately need supplies of gasoline are being victimized by sellers, but if the

region subject to the emergency declaration and prohibitions on price

increases in fact needs gasoline most, the disparity between demand at the

controlled price and available supply will show up in the length of lines and

number of stations with dry tanks. Fear of being unable to find gasoline

when needed will drive the length of lines even higher, as drivers try to fill

up more frequently to avoid running out. The greater the need, the longer

the lines will have to be to impose enough pain to reduce driving to a level

commensurate with available supplies. Thus laws against price gouging will

have the effect of increasing the burdens on precisely those most directly

affected by the underlying emergency.

The experience of Katrina shows that none of this happened when prices

were allowed to move freely. It appears that one of the effects of Katrina was

to increase gasoline demand in the Gulf Region, and also to reduce capacity

for shipping gasoline out of the region. The increase in demand may have

been due to need driven by evacuations and relocation.19 In any event, con-

sumption actually increased in the Gulf Region despite about a 39 cent per

gallon increase in gasoline prices.20 PADD 1, not directly affected by

Katrina at all and certainly not subject to any emergency declaration, saw

even greater increases in prices of about 61 cents21 and reduced its demand

by 14 percent,22 thus freeing up supplies for the devastated Gulf. Had price

increases been illegal in Louisiana and Mississippi, exactly the opposite

would have been expected. Gasoline prices would have remained low and

19 Federal Trade Commission. (Spring 2006). Investigation of Gasoline Price Manipulation and

Post-Katrina Gasoline Price Increases, p. 74.
20 Based on EIA Gulf Coast All Grades All Formulations Retail Gasoline Prices, http://tonto.eia.

doe.gov/dnav/pet/pet_pri_gnd_dcus_nus_w.htm.
21 Based on EIA PADD 1 All Grades All Formulations Retail Gasoline Prices, http://tonto.eia.

doe.gov/dnav/pet/pet_pri_gnd_dcus_nus_w.htm.
22 Based on the difference of EIA Product Supplied for PADD1 between August and September

2005, http://tonto.eia.doe.gov/dnav/pet/pet_pri_gnd_dcus_nus_w.htm.
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demand higher in the Northeast, and the devastated region would have been

deprived of supplies.

This suggests also a slippery slope, which the Nixon/Ford/Carter price

controls demonstrate. As the clear perception emerges that price controls

are leading to inefficient and inequitable allocation of supplies, the irresistible

temptation is to layer on additional regulations or laws telling suppliers and

retailers who they may sell to and who they may not sell to. It was this

complex of rapidly outdated and inflexible laws that accounted for much of

the waste associated with the oil price controls of the 1970s.23

4. Transfers from Disrupted to Undisrupted Regions

If there had been price controls, less gasoline would have been available in the

Gulf Coast and prices in the hardest hit region would have been even higher.

At the same time, with price controls in place, refiners, wholesalers and dealers

would not have been able to bid supplies away from other markets—so that

gasoline prices would have been lower in the rest of the country and their resi-

dents even better off relative to the victims of the storms.

As the data on changes in refined product consumption clearly revealed,

gasoline price increases moved gasoline from the rest of the country into the

disrupted region. Thus, just in terms of meeting their basic needs, the response

of gasoline markets to shortages in the Gulf Coast were beneficial to residents

of the disrupted regions and shifted some of the burden onto regions of the

country that had escaped the ravages of Katrina and Rita. Prices rose all

over the country due to the efforts of suppliers to the Gulf Coast to replace

supplies lost during the storms.

C. Who Really Benefits from Price Increases

1. Owners of Shares

Investors in petroleum-producing companies expect a return on investment,

either through dividends or capital gains. The pure waste generated by

waiting time creates a loss in profits that would otherwise be available to stock-

holders. The loss of producer’s surplus is, in effect, a loss of shareholder value.

Investors will look elsewhere to invest their capital, and in the process reduce

the abilities of refinery owners to raise capital necessary to build and maintain

capacity, which may further complicate supply problems.

2. Drivers

The findings of Deacon and Sonstelie reveal that, even looking narrowly at the

cost of obtaining gasoline, and ignoring all the ways that the higher price of

23 S. Fred Singer. Free Market Energy: The Way to Benefit Consumers. New York: Universe Books,

1984; and George Horwich and David Leo Weimer. Oil Price Shocks, Market Responses, and

Contingency Planning. Washington, DC: American Enterprise Institute, 1984, p. 98.
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gasoline is returned to the economy and consumers through the stock market,

gasoline purchasers were made worse off by price controls. The cost of waiting,

and other costly or time-consuming efforts to obtain supplies in a shortage,

exceeds in value the monetary savings from lower purchase prices.

3. Lower Income Families Do Not Benefit from the Lower Cost of Gas

Due to Price Controls

In addition, waiting does not allocate gasoline to the customers who put

the greatest value on gasoline, but to those that have the combined highest

value and lowest cost of waiting. Oil shortages and subsequent pricing restric-

tions in the 1970s revealed that regulations cause markets to malfunction and

create allocative inefficiencies. Indeed, loss of consumer satisfaction, a higher

level of inflation, and increased unemployment resulted from the conditions.24

Lower income families were disproportionately affected by these outcomes.

While intuition tells us that lower prices might benefit lower income families,

empirical evidence shows that choosing between a significantly cheaper gaso-

line station with wait time and a more expensive no-wait station is not highly

sensitive to variations in income.25 Rather, price caps in effect give individuals

with more resources at their disposal, that is, higher income, the advantage of

using their resources to obtain the scarce good. Those with high values of time

have an incentive to hire others with lower values of time to wait in line on their

behalf.

4. Consumers in Rural Areas are Put at a Disadvantage by Price Controls

French and Lee studied effects of the U.S. gasoline crises of 1973–1974 and

1979, which revealed that the government reduced supply most drastically in

the most inelastically demanded market, mainly that for rural travel. Absent

optimal rationing-by-queuing, welfare costswere 75 percent in the earlier short-

age period.26 Indeed, areas with extraordinarily low population densities are

where gasoline is needed most because travel is necessary to obtain even the

most basic of goods. Urban areas, on the other hand, provide easy substitutes

to automobiles with well-developed public transportation systems and a

higher density of commercial areas within walking distance. Price caps hurt

rural areas even more by lowering incentives for petroleum distributors to

incur additional costs needed to get gasoline to remote areas. Were markets

able to determine the prices, rural areas would be willing to pay higher prices

to induce distributors into driving the extra distance.

24 George Horwich and David Leo Weimer. Oil Price Shocks, Market Responses, and

Contingency Planning. Washington, DC: American Enterprise Institute, 1984, p. 101.
25 Robert T. Deacon and Jon Sonstelie. “Rationing by Waiting and the Value of Time: Results

from a Natural Experiment.” Journal of Political Economy 93.4 (1985): 639.
26 H.E. French III and William C. Lee. “The Welfare Cost of Rationing-by-Queuing Across

Markets: Theory and Estimates from the U.S. Gasoline Crises.” The Quarterly Journal of

Economics February 1987: 107.
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D. Antitrust Laws Can Punish those who Actually

Withhold Supplies

A dialog between two of the most distinguished practitioners in the field of law

and economics explored the sentiments and nature of concerns about price

gouging and the ability of existing antitrust laws to deal with those who

make shortages worse. Judge Posner wrote:

In times of catastrophe, with consumers hurting, the spectacle of sellers benefiting from

consumers’ distress, while (it seems) deepening that distress by charging them high prices,

is a source of profound resentment, and in a democratic society profound resentments

trigger government intervention.

Such intervention is nevertheless a profound mistake, and not only from some narrow

“economic” perspective that disregards human suffering and distributive justice. If “price

gouging” laws or even merely public opinion deters refiners and dealers from charging the

high prices necessary to equilibrate demand and (reduced) supply, there will be shortages.

Consumers will still be paying a higher price than before the shortage, but they will be

paying the higher “price” in the cost of time spent waiting on line at gasoline stations, or

(if they drive less because of the shortage) in the form of restricted mobility. And those

who need the gasoline the most, not being able to express their need by outbidding other

consumers for the limited supply, will suffer the most from the shortages. The only

beneficiaries will be people with low costs of time and nonurgent demand.27

Professor Becker added:

The angry reaction of consumers to high prices caused by a major catastrophe usually is not

directed at the persons or companies that profit. For example, customers are now very upset

at owners of gasoline stations as they have posted continual increases in prices due

to reduced supplies of gasoline resulting from Katrina, and the rising price of oil. But

the profits of most gas station owners went down, not up, after Katrina. They have to

pay more for the gas they buy, and the higher prices cut back on the demand for their

gasoline. It should be pretty obvious that a rise in the price of a major input in

production, such as gasoline is to retail gas stations, lowers rather than raises their profits

since costs of production have risen.

On the other hand, profits have increased to operators of refineries that were not damaged

by Katrina because the damage to Gulf oil refineries raised the wholesale price of gasoline,

the main product of refineries. However, the higher prices and greater profits induced

undamaged refineries to squeeze greater production out of their limited capacity, and

companies hastened to repair the refineries that were damaged to cash in on the high

prices. In fact, many were repaired in a remarkably short time. If price were not allowed

to rise, profits of undamaged refineries would have been reduced, but the supply of

gasoline would have increased at a slower, probably much slower, rate.28

E. Long-term Consequences of Price Controls

This section will discuss how capital-intensive industries such as refining com-

monly experience fluctuations in supply, demand and prices, and are only able

to recover their long-term capital investment because of profits earned during

27 The Becker–Posner Blog, October 23, 2005 Should Price Gouging in the Aftermath of

Catastrophes Be Punished?—Posner, http://www.becker-posner-blog.com/.
28 The Becker-Posnner Blog, October 23, 2005 Comment on Price Gouging-Becker, http://

www.becker-posner-blog.com/.
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periods of relatively high prices. Refining is one of many capital-intensive

industries. This type of industry is characterized by large dollar expenditures

in capital equipment and relatively small dollar expenditures in operating

costs. These capital investments take long periods of time to implement and

the resulting capacity can remain active for many decades. As such, firms

must plan investments a long time in advance of their actual implementation

and they frequently cannot know whether their competitors are going to

make similar investments at the same point in time. These long lead times

often cause an industry to cycle between periods of capacity constraints

where profit margins may be high and thus encourage investment to periods

of excess capacity where investors are unable to recoup their capital. The

risk that accompanies cyclical profits means a higher cost of financing these

large capital projects for the refineries.

The ability to recover capital investment at any point in time is highly

dependent upon the real-time level of excess capacity in the market. During

periods of large excess capacity, refiners will bid down margins close to oper-

ating costs, recovering only part of their fixed costs and thus realizing relatively

small margins and contributions towards capital recovery. Therefore, the long

term profitability of the industry is dependent upon relatively short periods of

time when capacity is tight and margins are robust in order to offset the long

periods of excess capacity with low or negative margins. Legislation that cuts

off price increases during periods of tight capacity guarantees inadequate

returns and will lead to a cessation of refinery investment until capacity

erodes to the point that markets are tight at all times. We will develop these

points by reviewing historical data on refinery investments, capacity increases,

profitability, and pricing.

1. Oil Refining has Not been a Profitable Business in the Past

Figure 1 shows that the major oil companies, which comprise the Financial

Reporting System Survey (FRS),29 had lower returns than the average for

U.S. manufacturing through the 1980s and 1990s.30 This lack of profitability

has led to concerns about whether there will be sufficient investment to provide

adequate capacity to meet product demand, cover occasional refinery outages

and regional supply interruptions, and avoid increasing dependence on

product imports.

Figure 2 shows that U.S. refinery return on investment (ROI) has histori-

cally been lower than other FRS companies in other industries. The volatility

in ROI usually leads to higher financing costs for refiners trying to obtain debt

or equity for capital projects.

29 List of 2005 FRS companies: http://www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/perfpro/about_frs.htm.
30 FRS companies’ return on stockholder’s equity was on average 0.8 percentage points less than

all manufacturing companies during the 1980s and 1990s.
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2. The Refinery Industry is Subject to Economic Cycles

Low profitability has been caused by the cyclical character of the refining

industry (Figure 1), with long periods of excess capacity and depressed

margins alternating with occasional periods of tightness and elevated

Figure 2. Return on Investment in U.S. refining/marketing and all other lines of business for FRS
companies.32

Figure 1. Return on stockholders’ equity for FRS companies and all manufacturing companies,
1974–2005.31

31 http://www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/perfpro/fig06.htm.
32 http://www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/perfpro/fig22.htm.
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margins (Figure 3). Note that, in Figure 3, the band between gross margin and

operating costs is very small, which reflects the low cost per barrel of operating

refineries. Capital outlays, or fixed costs, account for most of the wide band

between operating costs and net margin.

Only recently has refining capacity become tight, largely due to four factors:

. growing demand;

. regulations on fuel quality and sulfur content that require additional

processing and eat up capacity;

. elimination, due to product liability lawsuits and bans in some states, of

use of an additive, MTBE, that helped to stretch capacity;
. difficulties of siting and licensing new facilities due to environmental

restrictions.

The incentive for expansion in a cyclical industry like refining comes from

profits earned during the periods of tight capacity, which provide almost all of

the return on capital that justify investment. During periods of depressed

prices, which have followed surges of investment, refiners’ margins may only

be sufficient to cover variable operating costs and contribute little to recover

of the investments made earlier. The overall return on investment can only

recover if margins during the isolated periods of profitability rise above the

level that would be required on a sustained basis.

This is illustrated in Figure 4, which compares the margins required during

intermittent periods of elevated prices to the margins that would be sufficient if

there were no cycles in profitability. The cross-hatched area between the lines

Figure 3. U.S. refined product margins and costs per barrel of petroleum product sold for FRS
companies, 1983–2005.
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labeled “variable cost” and “long run marginal cost” represents the margin

that would be required if prices and costs were constant to provide the required

return on investment. The irregular line labeled “cyclical price” shows a

typical pattern of prices. When the cyclical price exceeds long-run marginal

cost, the shaded area provides a margin greater than required to achieve a

normal return to capital, and when the cyclical price is below the line, the

shaded area represents a margin less than required for full recovery of

capital investment.

For illustration, we assume that the entire cross-hatched area represents the

margin that must be collected over the life of a refinery to provide its required

return on investment. The “cyclical price” line is constructed so that the differ-

ence between the positive and negative shaded areas provides exactly the same

net revenue. The areas labeled “windfall profits” would not be earned if there

were a price cap set at “long run marginal cost.” These so-called windfall

profits (areas labeled with a “þ”) are in fact required if refiners are to

receive a normal return on their investments, because they make up for lack

of return to capital during periods when prices fall to variable cost (areas

labeled with a “2”). Even a price cap set a long-run marginal cost, which

would be relatively generous by the standards of actual proposals, would still

prevent refiners from expecting to earn, over the life of the refinery, margins

large enough to justify new investment.

Figure 4. Cyclicality of refinery profitability.
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3. Price Controls will Diminish the Incentive to Invest in Refining Capacity

Low profitability and ROI coupled with the cyclicality of the refinery industry

discussed above matters for the issue of price controls because the expectation

of price controls will diminish the incentive to invest in additional refining

capacity. It is only if they expect to receive prices above cost during periods

of tightness that refiners can rationally expect to earn an adequate return on

refining investments. It is the nature of a capital intensive, commodity industry

like refining that there will be slack periods when excess capacity drives prices

down to variable cost. Cumulative margins earned during slack periods

are insufficient to provide normal returns on investment, because those

margins rarely contain any recovery of capital at all. Price controls that cut

off the upside for margins, even if they are cost-based and allow recovery

of capital charges as well as operating costs, thereby eliminate the prospect

of earning sufficient margins to compensate for periods when there was no

return to capital. Refiners have no safety net to avoid losses (relative to

margins sufficient to provide a return on capital) during slack periods, and

cost-based controls would prevent them from recovering during tight

periods. The result of creating an expectation of price controls would there-

fore be to lower the expected return on refining to levels too low to justify

additional investment.

In financial markets, low profitability and cyclicality imply volatile cash

flows. Credit agencies view such a situation as a threat to debt payment, and

thus would lower credit ratings for refinery owners. Lower credit ratings

mean higher costs of acquiring debt. In such a scenario, refinery owners

would hesitate to embark on new investments, or be willing, but not able to

obtain the financing necessary to create new capacity in production.

The long term consequences of this policy shift would be to bring about

exactly the problems outlined above:

. growing dependence on product imports from overseas;

. lack of sufficient capacity to avoid periodic shortages when refinery

outages occur;

. lack of sufficient capacity to respond to regional supply interruptions.

As our review of studies of past gasoline price increases revealed, the market

system worked extremely well to move supplies to where they were needed

and avoid gasoline lines and serious economic disruptions. That market

response required more than price signals that revealed where products were

needed; it also required sufficient capacity to respond at relatively low cost.

Reducing incentives for refinery investment could tighten that capacity, redu-

cing the alternatives for alleviating shortages and raising costs. If there is no

excess capacity, additional supplies can be found for a disrupted region only

by prices high enough to discourage consumption. Policies that discourage
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the investment to create some excess refinery capacity would thereby force

prices even higher when interruptions do occur.

V. QUANTIFYING THE ECONOMIC WASTE

This section will explain that, in a supply disruption, no matter what the allo-

cation method might be, demand must fall to equal available supplies. It will

discuss how the proposed legislation would further increase the real economic

cost of dealing with a supply disruption. In our analysis, we assume that the

proposed legislation would act as type of price control for retail gasoline.

The analysis will use the events surrounding Hurricanes Katrina and Rita to

quantify the magnitude of the welfare losses attributable to price controls.

We estimate that for a supply interruption on the scale of Katrina and Rita,

the total welfare loss from imposing price controls would have totaled $1.9

billion for the September through October 2005 period.33 Additionally,

under price controls, losses would have been much more localized in the

regions that lost supplies, like Louisiana and Mississippi, because there

would have been no incentive to increase imports (of either crude oil or

refined products),34 retain shipments that would normally have gone to

other regions, and run refineries at costly and unsustainable levels of output.

A. Methodology for Estimating Welfare Losses

Due To Market Disruptions

Price controls cause societal or welfare losses for three reasons:

. failure to provide additional supplies that would cost more than the price

control but less than the market clearing price in a disruption;

. failure to allocate supplies in a manner that equates their marginal value

with marginal cost;
. the real resource costs, such as additional time waiting in lines or search-

ing for stations with shorter lines, expended to obtain supplies.

Assessing the impact of price controls requires an understanding of how prices

allocate resources in a competitive market. When petroleum product prices

ration demand, the real resource cost of a supply disruption is limited to the

consumer surplus associated with demand that cannot be filled. The increased

33 To test the robustness of the elasticity assumption (of 20.2) on which the total welfare losses

were calculated the study also estimated losses with elasticities of 20.1 and 20.3. The analysis

produced a range of $1.5–2.9 billion in losses, respectively.
34 Finished motor gasoline imports represented about 12 percent of finished motor gasoline pro-

duction in the United States during June–August 2005. Legislation like that discussed in this

report would likely discourage incremental imports during periods of emergency, similar to

Hurricanes Katrina and Rita.
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payments for refined products that are available represent a transfer to produ-

cers, which is returned to households through increased dividends and value of

shares in the companies that receive the higher margins on sales. When

supplies are limited and prices are not allowed to rise, either administrative

rules or nonprice allocation methods must limit demand.

Because none of the pending legislation discusses how available supplies

would be allocated, the reasonable assumption is that the mechanism would

be gasoline lines. Lines will lengthen until the cost of waiting in line is suffi-

ciently high to limit demand to available supplies. Thus allocation by line

can be approximated as a tax high enough to limit demand to available

supply. In this case, though, the tax would produce no revenue.35 This

section will explain these concepts briefly and also discuss how they are used

to estimate the costs of proposed legislation.

In quantifying the welfare loss due to market disruptions and price-based

allocation methods, our analysis examines the period during September and

October 2005, which is the main period of supply disruption and higher

retail gasoline prices as compared with prior months.

Calculating welfare losses requires the examination of three supply scenarios:

. Actual World—uses the actual EIA finished motor gasoline weekly price,

supply, and demand data during the months of September and October

2005; supply includes production, inventory withdrawals, and imports

net of exports;

. NoHurricane—assumes supplyquantities forSeptemberandOctober2005

are simply an average of the actual weekly supply during August 2005;36

. Price Control—equals the No Hurricane supply scenario less the gasoline

capacity off-line during the weeks of September and October 2005.37

This scenario assumes that refineries unaffected by the hurricanes

would continue producing at the same rate as August 2005; however,

they would not increase production due to price controls limiting refining

profitability. QPC in Figure 7 reflects the lower quantity available due to

price constraints, which represents a move down the Actual supply curve

to Point i. In the actual world, refineries that were unaffected by the hur-

ricane increased production to offset supply losses.38

35 H.E. French III and William C. Lee. “The Welfare Cost of Rationing-by-Queuing Across

Markets: Theory and Estimates from the U.S. Gasoline Crises.” The Quarterly Journal of

Economics February 1987: 98.
36 Note that we apply a similar methodology as the FTC in using August 2005 gasoline supplies

for September and October 2005. We understand that September and October are typically

lower supply months than August due to seasonal effects; nonetheless, our assumption is a con-

servative approach.
37 The estimation of gasoline capacity outage is based on EIA reports on total production outage

multiplied by historical PADD 3 gasoline production as a percentage of total refining inputs.
38 Federal Trade Commission. (Spring 2006). Investigation of Gasoline Price Manipulation and

Post-Katrina Gasoline Price Increases, p. 83, Figure 5-2.
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Welfare losses are divided into two areas—consumer surplus loss and total

welfare loss. The former is calculated for both the Actual and Price Control

scenarios, and the latter for the Price Control scenario.

On a standard supply and demand diagram, consumer surplus (CS) rep-

resents the triangle above the price and below the demand curve (triangle

abc in Figure 5) because infra-marginal consumers are paying less for the

item than the maximum that they would pay (that is their reservation price).

Producer surplus (PS), on the other hand, is the triangle below the price

and above the supply curve (triangle abd in Figure 6). Total welfare, absent

government surplus, equals the sum of consumer and producer surplus. As

Figure 6 shows, supply is shifted to the left in the Actual scenario to reflect

lost refinery capacity due to outages. In the Actual scenario, total welfare

(CSþ PS in Figure 6) is less than the No Hurricane scenario (CSþ PS in

Figure 1). Total welfare loss is the difference between total welfare in

Figure 7 and Figure 8, which is represented as the area of adeg in Figure 6.

B. Calculation of Prices in the Three Scenarios

Prices for the Actual and No Hurricane follow the same convention as quan-

tities supplied. Actual prices are the actual EIA weekly U.S. prices (PACT),

and No Hurricane prices (PNH) are the average weekly price paid during

the month of August 2005. The Price Control scenario assumes that the

price will be controlled at the No Hurricane price. To capture the value lost

Figure 5. Consumer’s and producer’s surplus in the No Hurricane scenario.
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due to increased lines and additional searching in a Price Control scenario, we

also determine the “Waiting Price” (PWP), which is the difference between

PNH and PWP. This difference is also known as the shadow price. Horwich

and Weimer describe shadow prices as valuations that are values customers

Figure 6. Consumer’s and producer’s surplus in the Hurricane scenario.

Figure 7. Total cost to consumers in Price Control scenario.
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place on a commodity that are not reflected in observable prices.39 Shadow

prices arise in the Price Control scenario due to the queues formed as a

response to unsatisfied demand. Therefore, PWP in Figure 7 represents the

total cost to consumers, which equals the pump price plus a premium for

the valuable time and fuel spent in searching for gasoline. To solve for PWP,

we assume a price elasticity of 20.2 to solve the following equation for PWP:40

Ed ¼
DQd=Q d

DPd=Pd

¼
ðQPC �QActÞ=QAct

ðPWP � PActÞ=PAct

where Ed ¼ elasticity of demand; QPC ¼ quantity in Price Control scenario;

QAct ¼ quantity in Actual scenario; PWP ¼ shadow price in Price Control scen-

ario; PAct ¼ price in Actual scenario.

Using the percentage supply change from the Actual to Price Control scen-

ario, the Actual price, and the price elasticity, we were able to determine a

weekly U.S. shadow price, which we added to PNH to get the Waiting Price.

C. Determining Loss in Consumer Surplus

Consumer surplus losses for the Hurricane damages period are $880 million

and $1 billion for the Actual and Price Control scenarios, respectively. In

the Actual scenario, the loss of consumer surplus consists of a transfer to pro-

ducer surplus (area bfgi in Figure 8) and a dead weight loss, that is, people who

would have more marginal benefit than marginal cost are not buying the good

or service or vice versa (area agi in Figure 8). Note that the transfer to producer

surplus does not decrease total welfare, but rather transfers utility from one

party to another. By subtracting the consumer surplus in the Actual

Scenario from the consumer surplus in the No Hurricane scenario, we get a

total consumer surplus loss of $880 million resulting from the occurrence of

Hurricanes Katrina and Rita.

Similar to the Actual scenario, the Price Control scenario contains a dead

weight loss component; however, rather than having a transfer to producer

surplus, there is a total welfare loss due to nonmarket allocations. The latter

arises because the premium paid for waiting time goes neither to the producer

or consumer; the area between the price ceiling and shadow price becomes

pure waste. Lost consumer’s surplus due to nonmarket allocations tends to

be regressive on a cash basis; therefore, consumers who are paid on an

39 George Horwich and David Leo Weimer. Oil Price Shocks, Market Responses, and

Contingency Planning. Washington, DC: American Enterprise Institute, 1984.
40 We chose an elasticity of 20.2 based on the FTC study, which considered a range of 20.1 to

20.4 with a mean of 20.2. Federal Trade Commission (Spring 2006), Investigation of

Gasoline Price Manipulation and Post-Katrina Gasoline Price Increases, p. 66.
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hourly basis (thus making a cash sacrifice while waiting in line) are likely to be

in the lower end of the income distribution.

Figure 9 displays dead weight loss as triangle gjl and loss due to

nonmarket allocation as area fkjl. The sum of the dead weight loss and

nonmarket allocations leaves consumers with $1 billion less surplus when we

move from the Actual to Price Control scenarios.

D. Loss in Total Welfare

Analogous to the consumer surplus loss calculation, the total welfare loss in Price

Control scenario contains both a dead weight loss and nonmarket allocation loss,

which totals $1.9 billion for the September through October 2005 period.41

The price controls and the resulting quantity supplied cause a dead weight

loss from both the consumer and producer surplus because willing participants

in the market are kept out by the disequilibrium in the market (triangle gij in

Figure 10). The resulting loss to total welfare due to dead weight loss is $63

million.

The nonmarket allocation loss comprises a majority of the loss in total

welfare because the price ceiling is set well below the equilibrium price.

Consumers, as rational individuals, will seek out as much of the gasoline as

Figure 8. Lost consumer’s surplus in the Actual scenario.

41 To test the robustness of the elasticity assumption of 20.2, total welfare losses were calculated

with a 20.1 and 20.3 elasticity, which resulted in a range of $1.5–2.9 billion in losses,

respectively.
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possible because the perceived “pump price” is well below the value the market

places on the good. The aggregation of simultaneous rational individuals’

response to the price ceiling across the market results in socially wasteful

time in queues. The costs associated with the time and fuel spent searching

Figure 9. Lost consumer’s surplus in the Price Control scenario.

Figure 10. Total welfare loss in the Price Control scenario.
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for gasoline and waiting in line amounts to so much that consumers deplete the

total transfer of surplus from producers to consumers. The total loss in

nonmarket allocations is $1.8 billion (area bijk in Figure 10). When dead

weight loss is added to nonmarket allocations, the resulting loss in total

welfare in the Price Control scenario is $1.9 billion more than the Actual scen-

ario, shown as area bigjk in Figure 10 shown below.

E. Usefulness of Macroeconomic Modeling

The analysis above focuses on the microeconomic impacts of this type of legis-

lation. Another approach to measure their impact is to view the macroeco-

nomic impacts. However, it is inherently very difficult to quantify the overall

economic impacts of gasoline lines and other nonprice methods of allocation

in a macroeconomic model. The value of time wasted in line and the loss of

mobility from restricting driving do not show up in standard national accounts.

Those measures of economic well-being deal with how much is produced,

rather than losses in consumer welfare due to wasted time and direction of

available supplies to less valued uses. The effects of nonmarket rationing

indeed confuse macroeconomic models that predict economic performance

based on past experience with markets not under price controls. Having

observed in such cases that lower prices increase purchasing power and

benefit the economy and looking at published statistics on prices, such models

have concluded that price controls are good for the economy because they main-

tain purchasing power. They ignore the effectively higher prices really paid when

waiting and other costs of nonmarket allocation are added in.42 Even in comput-

able general equilibrium models addressing these costs would require the incor-

poration of a much more complex model of consumer behavior such as that

developed by Deacon and Sonstelie.43

The framework of welfare economics and empirical work based on prior

periods of shortages under price controls have allowed us to estimate how

much price controls would increase the overall economic costs of a supply dis-

ruption of the magnitude of that caused by Katrina and Rita. Taking the entire

supply loss nationwide into account, the loss to the economy would have been

on the order of $2 billion, with production shutdowns averaging six million

barrels per week.44

42 This is in very simplified form the essence of Robert Lucas’ criticism of conventional macroe-

conomic models that predict behavior based on “reduced form” representations of past beha-

vior rather than examining how supply and demand interact under different policy regimes. See

R. E. Lucas, “Econometric Policy Evaluation: A Critique,” Carnegie-Rochester Conference

Series on Public Policy 1 (1976), pp. 19–46.
43 Robert T. Deacon and Jon Sonstelie. “The Welfare Costs of Rationing by Waiting.” Economic

Inquiry 27.2 (1989).
44 Based on daily Emergency Situation Reports from Infrastructure Security and Energy

Restoration branch of DOE. http://www.oe.netl.doe.gov/hurricanes_emer/katrina.aspx.
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The costs of the actual supply interruption that followed Katrina and Rita

were broadly distributed across the Eastern United States, as prices rose every-

where and supplies were distributed back from other regions into the Gulf

States hit by the hurricane. Under price controls, this loss would have been

much more localized in the regions that lost supplies, like Louisiana and

Mississippi, because there would have been no incentive to increase imports

of either crude oil or refined product,45 or to retain shipments that would nor-

mally have gone to other regions, and run refineries at costly and unsustainable

levels of output. Without much more detailed modeling of supply and demand

in each region, it is difficult to tell how much worse off those regions would

have been, but it is quite possible that the entire cost would have been borne

there.

APPENDIX A

As described in this report, the FTC investigated charges of price gouging in

gasoline markets in the period around the destruction caused by Hurricanes

Katrina and Rita. The Commission found evidence that the price increases

during this period were attributable to the normal operation of market

forces. The following is an extended quotation describing the Commission’s

report to Congress.46

The Commission is very conscious of the swift and severe price spikes that occurred

immediately before and after Katrina and Rita made landfall, and of the pain that these

price increases have caused consumers and small businesses. There have been numerous

calls in Congress and elsewhere for investigations of “price gouging,” particularly at the

retail gasoline level, and for legislation making price gouging (or offenses defined in such

alternative terms as “unconscionably excessive prices”) a violation of federal law.

. . . We caution, however, that a full understanding of pricing practices before and since

Katrina may not lead to a conclusion that a federal prohibition on “price gouging” is

appropriate. Consumers understandably are upset when they face dramatic price

increases within very short periods of time, especially during a disaster. But price

gouging laws that have the effect of controlling prices likely will do consumers more

harm than good. Experience from the 1970s shows that price controls produced longer

lines at the pump—and prolonged the gasoline crisis. While no consumer likes price

increases, in fact, price increases lower demand and help make the shortage shorter-lived

than it otherwise would have been.

Prices play a critical role in our economy: they signal producers to increase or decrease

supply, and they also signal consumers to increase or decrease demand. In a period of

45 Finished motor gasoline imports represented about 12 percent of finished motor gasoline pro-

duction in the United States during June–August 2005. Legislation like that discussed in this

report would likely discourage incremental imports during periods of emergency similar to

Hurricanes Katrina and Rita.
46 Prepared Statement of the Federal Trade Commission, Market Forces, Competitive Dynamics,

and Gasoline Prices: FTC Initiatives to Protect Competitive Markets, Presented by Deborah

Platt Majoras, Chairman, Before the Committee on Commerce, Science and Transportation

and the Committee on Energy and Natural Resources, United States Senate, November 9,

2005.
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shortage—particularly with a product, like gasoline, that can be sold in many markets

around the world—higher prices create incentives for suppliers to send more product

into the market, while also creating incentives for consumers to use less of the product.

For instance, sharp increases in the price of gasoline can help curtail the panic buying

and “topping off” practices that cause retailers to run out of gasoline. In addition, higher

gasoline prices in the United States have resulted in the shipment of substantial

additional supplies of European gasoline to the United States.47 If price gouging laws

distort these natural market signals, markets may not function well and consumers will

be worse off. Thus, under these circumstances, sound economic principles and

jurisprudence suggest a seller’s independent decision to increase price is—and should

be—outside the purview of the law.

To be sure, there may be situations in which sellers go beyond the necessary market-induced

price increase. A seller who does not want to run out of a supply of gasoline to sell might

misjudge the market and attempt to charge prices substantially higher than conditions

warrant or than its competitors are charging. News stories of gasoline retailers panicking

and setting prices of $6.00 per gallon are evidence of such misjudgments after the

hurricanes. But the market—not price gouging laws—is the best cure for this. Temporary

prices that are wildly out of line with competitors’ prices do not last when consumers

quickly discover that other stations are charging lower prices. A single seller in a

competitive market cannot unilaterally raise prices for long above the level justified by

supply and demand factors. As long as they are not sustained by collusive activity,

departures from competitive prices cannot endure for long in such a market. The few

retailers who raised prices to the $6.00 level reduced them just as quickly when it

became apparent that they had misjudged the market. Even if Congress outlaws price

gouging, the law likely would be difficult to enforce fairly. The difficulty for station

managers, as well as for enforcers, is knowing when the managers have raised prices “too

much,” as opposed to responding to reduced supply conditions. It can be very difficult to

determine the extent to which any more moderate price increases are necessary.

Examination of the federal gasoline price gouging legislation that has been introduced

and of state price gouging statutes indicates that the offense of “price gouging” is difficult

to define. For example, some bills define “gouging” as consisting of a 10 or 15 percent

increase in average prices, while most leave the decision to the courts by defining

gouging in nebulous terms such as “gross disparity” or “unconscionably excessive.”

Some, but not all, make allowances for the extra costs that may be involved in providing

product in a disaster area. Few, if any, of the proposed bills or state laws take account of

market incentives for sellers to divert supply from their usual customers in order to

supply the disaster area, or incentives for consumers to reduce their purchases as much

as possible, minimizing the shortage. Ultimately, the inability to agree on when “price

gouging” should be prohibited indicates the risks in developing and enforcing a federal

statute that would be controversial and could be counterproductive to consumers’ best

interest.

We note that at least 28 states have statutes that address short-term price spikes in the

aftermath of a disaster, and we understand that a number of these states have opened

investigations of gasoline “price gouging.” If Congress mandates anti-“gouging”

enforcement in spite of the problems discussed above, then state officials—because of

their proximity to local retail outlets—can react more expeditiously at the retail level than

a federal agency could to the complaints that consumers have filed about local gasoline

prices. Most of the reports of alleged gasoline price gouging that the FTC staff has seen

47 Total gasoline imports into the United States for September and the first three weeks of October

were ~ 34 percent higher than imports over the same seven-week period in 2004. See U.S.

Department of Energy, Energy Information Administration (EIA), U.S. Weekly Gasoline

Imports (October 26, 2005), available at http://www.eia.doe.gov/oil_gas/petroleum/info_

glance/gasoline.html.
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involved individual retailers that raised their prices sharply in reaction to dramatic increases

in consumer demand or expectations of decreased supply right after the hurricanes—and

reduced their prices just as quickly when no other gas stations followed suit, or when

their suppliers assured them that their storage tanks would be refilled. It would be far

more efficient for state and local officials close to these incidents (and knowledgeable

about the local situation) to handle any such complaints.

For all of these reasons, the Commission remains persuaded that federal price gouging

legislation would unnecessarily hurt consumers. Enforcement of the antitrust laws is the

better way to protect consumers. The FTC will thoroughly investigate gasoline pricing

practices and will aggressively respond to any manipulation of gasoline prices we are able

to uncover that violates federal antitrust law. The Commission believes that passage of

federal price gouging legislation before completion of the Section 1809 investigation is

premature at best. Commission findings regarding possible market manipulation from

this study could help inform Congressional committees as they wrestle with the difficult

issues presented by rapid price increases in periods of shortage.
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